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•ôGH•ô Abstract(12) Pottery making technique at the Chanlak Dai village, southern

Cambodia, is reported through observing that of a potter of the family who

introduced pottery making into the village in the late 1930s. This observation

will become a baseline for future studies on intra- and inter-village comparisons

of pottery making. A provisional comparison with the pottery making in a

village in which pottery making in Chanlak Dai is likely to have been eventually

originated indicates slight differences on some aspects of the techniques and

associated concepts. Further investigations into the pottery making at Chanlak

Dai may also be able to clarify factors responsible for the localizaton of pottery

making villages in Cambodia.

•ôGH•ô Keywords•ôGS•ô: Cambodia, Khmer, Pottery making villages, diffusion of technological

knowledge, population pressure

Introduction

In Cambodia, it is still a familiar scene that ox carts fully loaded with earthenware

ceramics of various shapes are heading toward markets; pottery is still "alive" in this

country. The present paper summarizes pottery production technology in a locality in

Cambodia that has not been described previously and in an area of the world where

exceedingly little work has been done. This description permits us to compare manufacturing

techniques of pottery across Cambodian villages to study the diffusion of technological

knowledge from the original village to adopting villages. Also, the correlation of pottery

making villages with particular areas in Cambodia of high population relative to each

area's carrying capacity appears to support the link made previously by Arnold (1985)

that pottery production for exchange forms an alternative economic strategy for land-poor
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farming households.

Khmer Pottery Making Villages in Cambodia

In his comprehensive study of Khmer farmers during the 1950s, Delvert [1994

(originally published in 1961)] enumerated more than ten Khmer pottery making villages
then operating in Cambodia. Later, Mourer (1986: 239-240, 305-306) added a number of

villages (operating in the 1960s?) that Delvert did not mention and corrected a mistake

made in Delvert's information (that is, Ang Kokruos). Mourer not only mentioned the

names of pottery making villages but also provided information concerning the phylogenetic

relationships between some of these villages: pottery making in many villages in central

and southern Cambodia was introduced from Phum Chas, Kompong Speu province,

southern Cambodia [note that the dividing line of central and southern Cambodia

adopted here differs from that of Mourer's (1986: 304)]. On the other hand, before these

studies were published, Shimizu (1959, 1970) had reported the pottery making at Pric

Figure 1 Approximate locations of Khmer pottery making villages in Cambodia operating in the

1950s to 1960s. The location number corresponds to that in Table 1. PP: Phnom Penh.
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Table 1 Khmer pottery making villages in Cambodia known in the 1950s to 1960s
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Table 1 (continued)

1) The location number corersponds to that in Figure 1.
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Chitrop, Kandal province, central Cambodia, which was not mentioned in Delvert's and

Mourer's studies. The number of Khmer pottery making villages known in the 1950s or

1960s is, thus, more than 50 (Table 1).

Political turmoil and civil strife between 1975 and 1979 (Khmer Rouge era) destroyed

some of these pottery making villages. For instance, Pric Chitrop does not exist today

(which was confirmed by the senior author in 1995). In contrast, there may be some more

pottery making villages yet to be documented; there is a pottery making village called
Andong Russei in the pottery making village complex of Kompong Chhnang (senior

author's investigation in 1995). Also, a pottery making village (name unknown) is currently

operating in Prey Veng province, central to southern Cambodia (Yuko Ishikawa, personal

communication, 1999).

Figure 1 shows the distribution of Khmer pottery making villages listed in Table 1. One

of the salient characteristics in this distribution is the concentration of the villages in

central and southern Cambodia. It is also notable that many of these villages are located

in the vicinity of local mountains (phnom) from which clay for making pots is obtained

(Delvert, 1994: 268-269; Mourer, 1986: 230, 290, 295, 306; contra Kobayashi, 1993).
Of these villages, those in which pottery making is reported in detail are only Domnak

Chambok (Souyris-Rolland, 1950; Mourer, 1986: 306-310), Pric Chitrop (Shimizu, 1959,

1977), Trapeang Kor (Mourer, 1986: 292-299) and Phum Chas (Mourer, 1986: 229-312).

The present paper provides detailed technological information on another pottery making

village in southern Cambodia and thereby enlarges the repertoire of available information

on pottery making for the country.

Pottery Making at Chanlak Dai

This study reports on pottery making in the village of Chanlak Dai (pronounced as

chanlat dai by the villagers), Takeo province, southern Cambodia. The village is mentioned

as Chambok Day in Delvert's book and Chrolat Dai or Chamlot Day by Mourer (1986:

239, 306). The pottery making sequence in the village was observed on October 15 and

22, 1995. Additional information was collected through interviews made on June 22,

1997, April 7, June 11 and July 17, 1999.

a. Geographical Setting

The village is located at the northwestern piedmont of Phnom Chissor mountain (about

140m above sea level), some 45km to the south of Phnom Penh (Figure 2). On the

summit of Phnom Chissor, there is an Angkorian period temple. There are innumerable

numbers of ponds in varying sizes scattered on the lowland around the mountain. A

village located to the west of Chanlak Dai is known for weaving silk textiles.

According to Delvert (1994: 268) and Mourer (1986: 306), at least until the 1960s four

more pottery making villages designated Suor, Sla, Rovieng and Komareachea were

located in the vicinity and clay was procured from Phnom Chissor mountain. The area

around the mountain used to be one of the pottery production centers in the country
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before 1975.

b. Socioeconomic Aspects

In the spring of 1999, Chanlak Dai has 210 households and 1,111 individuals (574

females). Wet rice cultivation and gravel extraction are currently a mainstay of the

village economy. According to the vice chief of the village, rice cultivation alone cannot

sustain village population because of the scarcity of water available in the area. For this

reason, gravel extraction and pottery making have been important supplements to

household income in the village at least until recently. However, the decreasing demand

for earthenware ceramics have rendered villagers to quit pottey making and to concentrate

more on gravel extraction. Yet, there are some households which rely only on pottery

making (that is, having no rice fields).

The grandfather (83 years old, the age of individuals hereafter is as of the spring,

1999) of the potter whose pottery making is reported here mentions that the gravel

extraction was being carried out in the village when he was a child. Gravel has been

extracted in three mountains located in the vicinity; Phnom Kampot which used to be

located some 100m to the north of the village is today nearly completely destroyed by

the gravel extraction. Phnom Chissor has also been a major quarry of gravel. However,

last year the gravel extraction there was banned by the government for the preservation

Figure 2 Location of the Chanlak Dai village.
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of the temple standing on the summit. Today, villagers make a 20 minute motor bike trip

to Phnom Champa located some 4.5km to the northeast of the village to extract gravel

(Figure 2).
According to the potter, before the gravel extraction predominated (the year unknown),

about half of the households (that is, 100 or so) were engaged in pottery making. Today,

it is said that only about 10 women are engaged in pottery making in the rainy season

(May to October), while in the dry season (November to April) it inflates to 50 or so.

C. Historical Background

A unique aspect of the pottery making in Chanlak Dai is that its origin is clearly

known; pottery making was introduced to this village by a family moved from Phum Dom

Daek, Srok Kong Pisei, Kompong Speu province, in the late 1930s (Figure 1). Dom Daek

is located in the vicinity (about 1.5km to the southeast) of Phum Chas whose pottery

making was elaborated by Mourer as noted above. Although Mourer (1986: 239)

mentioned that the pottery making in Chanlak Dai was transplanted from Phum Chas, it

was not directly from this village. Nonetheless, it seems very likely that the pottery

making in Chanlak Dai was eventually from Phum Chas, because Phum Chas (which

means "old village") was a diffusion center of pottery making in Kompong Speu province

and beyond (Mourer, 1986: 239).

According to Mrs. S (78 years old), mother of the potter (Mrs. K) whose pottery

making is reported here, she was born in Dom Daek and began pottery making there at

the age of 12 or so. When she was 16 or 17 years old, her family (parents, one elder

brother, one elder sister and two younger sisters) moved to Chanlak Dai, because the

competition between potters in Dom Daek was severe and the family had a kinsfolk in

Chanlak Dai. Mrs. S and her family continued making pottery at Chanlak Dai and soon

started to instruct pottery making to villagers upon their request. Thus, pottery making

eventually spread to the village as a whole.

During the Khmer Rouge era, the villagers were relocated to other areas and the

pottery making was then suspended. After the end of the period, survived villagers
returned home and resumed the activity.

d. Sample Household

The pottery making reported here was observed at Mrs. S's household. It consists of

Mrs. S and her husband (83 years old), Mrs. K (43 years old, second daughter of Mrs.

S), her husband (44 years old) and five children, including three daughters. Mrs. S and

her husband are living in a small pile-dwelling located near a main pile-dwelling in the

same plot where other family members are living (Figure 3). Because the uxorilocal

residence is the norm among the Khmer population, the eldest (55 years old) and the

youngest (41 years old) daughters of Mrs. S are also living in the same village.
Mrs. S is already retired and normally does not make pottery, although she helped

forming some pots when the authors visited. The pottery making reported here is that of
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Mrs. K. It was her daily routine, not specifically performed for the authors' investigation.

Mrs. K began pottery making at the age of 15 or 16. She learned it from Mrs. S. Her

three daughters (16, 13 and 9 years old) do not make pottery, because, according to Mrs.

K, they are busy conducting other activities. According to Mrs. S and Mrs. K, the pottery

making techniques have not changed since they first learned it.

e. Division of Labor and Workshop

Although most of the work in pottery making is done only by Mrs. K, some of the work

are done by or jointly done with other family members; the husband and daughters

collect clay. The husband also pedals a tread pounder to pulverize clay. Most of the

family members (both sexes) including Mrs. K's father (that is, husband of Mrs. S)

helped firing pottery.

Except for collecting clay, all of the work is done within the plot of the household

(Figure 3). Clay lumps are pulverized by a tread pounder which is installed on a side of

Figure 3 Spatial arrangement of the pottery workshop. The size of the larger pile-dwelling is

6.6m (EW)•~5.7m (NS). Dimensions of other parts are rough estimation.
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the main pile-dwelling. The preparation of clay and forming of pots are conducted

beneath the floor of the pile-dwelling. Unfired pots are dried in front of the pile-dwelling.

Dried pots are preheated and formally fired on the path connecting the pile-dwelling and

a village road (Figure 3).

f. Vessel Form

Two different classes of pottery are made by the potter: ovens and jars (Photos 13 and

17). The former (chongklan) is a clay cylinder having an opening on the wall and three

clay lumps attached to the top of the wall for supporting utensils. Jars are divided into

four different types; (1) chhnang: wide-mouthed jar with no neck, normally used to cook

rice or soup. (2) khuom: narrow-mouthed jar with a short upright neck, normally used to

carry water or store palm sugar. (3) klea: wide-mouthed jar with no neck, larger than

chhnang. Normally used to cook rice or soup or boil water. Combined with chhnang

roboul, this jar is also used to make rice cakes (num onsorm). (4) thlang: wide-mouthed

jar with no neck, larger than klea. Normally used to cook rice or soup or boil water (like
usages of klea). (5) chhnang roboul: wide-mouthed jar with no neck, having perforations

on the round bottom. Rice cakes (num onsorm) are put in this jar and the mouth is closed

with a lid. It is then stacked over the mouth of a klea or thlang which is filled with water.

The rice cakes are steamed by boiling the water in the klea or thlang.

When the authors observed the pottery making of Mrs. S, chongklan, chhnang and

khuom were being made and a klea that had already been made and dried was fired

with other pots. The following description concerns only with making of two chhnang and

two khuom. The forming of these four jars was simultaneously carried out by the potter.

All of them are more or less identical in size; 30 to 40cm in maximal diameter in the

body and 20 to 30cm in height.

g. Seasonality
Although the number of potters engaged in pottery making fluctuates, pottery is made

in the village throughout the year. According to the potter, the rainy season is not good

for pottery making because of the insufficient sunlight for drying pots. Nevertheless, she

was making pots in the season, because she had to stay in her house for taking care of

her children. Although it is in the rainy season, August is the month especially busy in

making jars for cooking rice cakes (that is, klea, thlang and chhnang roboul) eaten in the

Buddhist festival in September.

h. Pottery Making Sequence

(1) Procurement of clay
Clay is collected at Phnom Chissor mountain, which is located several hundred meters

from the potter's house, that is, the distance that Mrs. K travels falls within the

worldwide norm (Arnold 1985: 38-50). According to Mrs. K, she shares the same quarry

spot of clay with her sisters. However, potters of each household normally procure clay
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in different localities in the mountain.

Gravel mining has exposed subsurface soils (including clays) at many localities on the

mountain. The clay is procured at one of such localities. At the locality that the authors

visited, a clay layer of about 1m thick lies below the surface soil of about 60cm thick.

The clay was yellowish brown in color. No inclusions were visible with the naked eye.

Suitable clay is said to be normally deposited about 0.3 to 3m below the ground surface.

According to Mrs. K, clay deposited in rice fields is not suited to make pots (that is, easy

to crack) and is never utilized. Because not only gravel but also clay extraction in the

mountain were banned last year, it has become a serious problem for potters in the

village how to obtain suitable clay.

During a single trip, enough clay is procured for two or three firing events. Lumps of

clay are carried to the house in a basket put on the head or in a net hung on the shoulders

of a carrier.

(2) Preparation of clay
The collected clay is stored in a bamboo basket until pottery making starts. According

to the potter, only one day is enough to dry the collected clay. As noted, the clay does

not normally contain sand and other visible impurities. No temper is added to the clay at

all; the potter use a self-tempered clay. The potter told us that if sand is mixed into the

clay, finished pots will crack or fall apart when fired.

Dried clay lumps are pulverized with a tread pounder (Photo 1). The pounded clay is

screened and the clay lumps left on the screen (which is round in shape) are pounded

again. The screened clay is mixed with water in a bamboo basket and kneaded in the

basket. A lump of clay is then transferred to a wooden board put on the ground and

kneaded only with hands again. Clay preparation requires about 10 minutes in total.

(3) Forming and surface modification
Primary forming

After kneading the clay, the potter pulls off and flattens a clay lump to make a sheet

(about 2cm thick) by hand on the board. A cylinder is then made by connecting each
end of the clay sheet, that is, slab modeling or building technique (Rice, 1987: 123-125)

(Photo 2). The potter sits on the mat and conducts these works. It takes about five
minutes to make a cylinder. Four cylinders (14 to 18cm in diameter, 17 to 27cm in

height, and 1.8 to 2.5cm in thickness) were made by the potter.

Secondary forming and surface modification

The cylinder is put on the top of a wooden stand that is made from a palm tree trunk

(about 25cm in diameter and 58cm in height) and whose top consists of a circular iron
sheet. The potter inserts her left hand into the cylinder and the wall is beaten by a

paddle (troneak, the fifth from the left in Photo 7) on her right hand to thin the wall. The

paddle is made of a palm tree branch. The potter carries out this work by advancing
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around the cylinder in counter-clockwise fashion (Photo 3). This thinning process (to less

than 5mm thick) also enlarge the height and diameter of the vessel (Photo 4); the initial

size of one of the cylinders, 18cm high, 14cm in diameter and 18mm thick, for

instance, became 23cm high, 16.5cm in diameter and 3mm thick after thinning the wall.

It takes a potter two to four minutes to thin each vessel.

After the cylinder is dried for a while (20 to 40 minutes) (Photo 4), the rim is formed.

The lip of the cylinder is picked and rubbed with a wet leaf which the potter holds

between the fingers of her right and left hands (Photo 5). In order to do this work, the

potter moves around the cylinder in counter-clockwise fashion. She can vary the rim
shape by adjusting the angle and touch of the fingers. It takes about five minutes to finish

the work per one cylinder. When the observation was made, the potter took a 30 minute

lunch break after this step (Photo 6).

The next step is to form the neck (in case only of khuom) and shoulder. An anvil (kil)

which is made of fired clay is wrapped with cloth (the left end in Photo 7) and moistened

with water. It is held by the left hand and inserted to the cylinder. The wall of the

cylinder is beaten by paddles. The smaller paddle (troneak, the fourth from the left in

Photo 7) is used only to form the neck, while the larger one (the fifth from the left in

Photo 7) is used mainly to make the shoulder (and the bottom to be mentioned later)

(Photo 8). In this step, the shoulder does not so greatly protrude as the final shape of a

jar.
A stamped decoration is then applied to the shoulder using a wooden paddle (troneak

kriet, the third one from the left in Photo 7), regardless of if it is chhnang or khuom

(Photo 9). This paddle has engraved decoration (rectangular areas are filled with geometric
designs consisted of parallel lines) on both sides (the decorative designs on each side are

slightly different). The potter advances around the cylinder to achieve this work. It takes

about five minutes per one pot to finish the work (after this step, Photo 10).

The next step is to further expand vessel's body using a paddle. This creates the final

shape of a jar except for the opened bottom. After completion of this step, the outer

surface of the body is smoothed with wet cloth. Parallel or straight lines are then applied

on the shoulder (below the previously applied stamped decoration) by using a wooden

spatula with fork-like end (cheursak, the second from the left in Photo 7) (a khuom after

this step, Photo 11). The potter moves around the pot to achieve this step.

Although the shoulder decoration of each pot is basically similar, the kind, number and

location of the lines applied were not exactly the same between the four pots. In a chhnang,

a straight line was applied to the base of the stamped decoration on the shoulder by

using an edge of the spatula and a pair of parallel wavy lines were applied to the area

further down on the shoulder. In the other chhnang, instead of the straight line, the base

of the stamped decoration on the shoulder was slightly bulged by pressing the end of a

paddle. In a khuom, a pair of wavy parallel lines were applied to the base of the
stamped decoration on the shoulder and the area further down on the shoulder (Photo

11). In the other khuom, no decoration was applied to the baseline of the stamped
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decoration right below the neck. It takes about 10 minutes to complete this step for each

pot.

After this step, the bottom of pots is finally closed. The potter squats down on the mat

and holds a pot with opened bottom. Excessive clay on the base is removed. She inserts

her left hand (holding an anvil) in the pot and beats the base of the pot (the fifth from

the left in Photo 7) to create a round bottom (Photo 12). As she closes the bottom, the

outer surface is smoothed with wet cloth. Thus, the forming was completed except for

khuom, the bottom and lower body of which were further beaten by a paddle (the third

from the left in Photo 7) and parallel lines were stamped. It took six to 25 minutes to

complete this step for each pot.

(4) Drying

The pots are dried for more than half a day. They are placed in front of the main

pile-dwelling directly under the sun, not in the shade (Figure 2).

(5) Firing

Authors observed a firing episode that involved pots made the previous days. Nine

jars (khuom, chhnang and klea) and 26 ovens were fired. Within the plot of the

household, rice straw is spread on the ground to make a preheating area (3m•~1m),

while tree branches are put on the ground to make a formal firing area (1.8m in

diameter) (Figure 3).

Pots are first placed on the straw of the preheating area. Some of the pots are stacked

two tiers. Although some pots are covered with straw, most of them are exposed to the

air (Photo 13). They are fired about five minutes until the flame becomes small. The

color (grayish yellow) of the pots does not change after the preheating. It is mentioned

that the preheating is carried out only when sunlight is not enough for drying pots; it is

usually not necessary during the dry season.

The pots are transferred to the formal firing area. The ovens are placed on the

branches put on the ground and the jars are stacked upside down over the ovens. After

additinal branches are placed around the ovens (Photo 14), the pile of the pots is totally

covered with bundles of straw (Photo 15). During the 30-minute of firing period, potters

occasionally add branches to the bonfire. After the fire ceased, pots are taken out from

the ash and checked for cracks; although five out of the 26 ovens were cracked, all of

the nine jars were successfully fired (Photos 16 and 17). After the firing, the pots become

reddish brown in color.

About 40 bundles (about 15cm in diameter) of straw and a considerable amount of

branches were consumed in the firing. According to the potter, pots become twisted, if

the fuel (branches) is too much. It is said that firing 50 pots needs about 1m3 of

branches. Branches of any kind of trees are acceptable. However, as trees are running

short locally, palm tree branches are increasingly used these days. While the branches

are collected in the neighborhood, straw is purchased.
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i. Vending Area and Price

All of the pots are usually sold at markets. The potter mentioned that her husband

takes pots to markets of small communities in the Angkor Borei area (about 27km to the

southeast of the village) by a bicycle. About 30 thlang (that is, the largest one of the jars

made by the potter) can be carried by a bicycle. It is not known if the pots made by

other potters in the village are also taken to the same area. It should be noted that many

pots made in Kompong Chhnang (about 120km to the northwest of the village) are sold
at markets in the city of Takeo (about 23km to the south of the village), the center of

Takeo province, while some pots made around Phnom Chissor (whether they were made

in Chanlak Dai or other pottery making villages in the vicinity is unknown) and in

Kompong Speu are also on sale there. According to the potter, a chhnang is sold at

about 500 riel, while a thlang is about 5,000 riel in the markets (3,800 riel is equivalent

of one U.S. dollar in the spring of 1999).

Discussion

Although the previous observation is concerned with only one potter in Chanlak Dai,

it will be of a certain significance because she is a member of the potter's family who

introduced pottery making into the village. Assuming that she preserves the pottery making

technique as it was initially introduced, the intra-village variation in pottery making should

be systematically investigated in future through clarifying the learning network between

potters, which radiates from the family of the present potter. The pottery making in
Chanlak Dai provides a unique example that duplication and transformation of pottery

making techniques among potters can be reliably reconstructed with solid chronological

and contextual information.

In addition to the intra-village variation, the similarity and difference in pottery making

between the present potter and those in Dom Daek from which the pottery making was

transplanted is of another intriguing issue. Since the pottery making in Dom Daek is yet

to be documented, systematic comparisons of the techniques must await future investigations.

Nonetheless, because the pottery making at Chanlak Dai is very likely to be (or to have

been) similar to that in Phum Chas which was a diffusion center of pottery making in

Cambodia as noted, some preliminary insights can be elicited from a provisional comparison

with Phum Chas.

Although the similarity in pottery making between Chanlak Dai and Phum Chas is

unequivocal, minor differences are recognized on some respects. Thus, in Chanlak Dai no

tempering materials are added to clay at all, while in Phum Chas (and some other

pottery making villages in which the pottery making was diffused from Phum Chas) an
unusual type of temper (that is, crushed fired clay balls in which rice husks are mixed)

is utilized (Biagini and Mourer, 1971-1972: 202; Mourer, 1986: 253-254, 314-315; see also

Shimizu, 1959: 56 and 1977: 270 for the same tempering material in Pric Chitrop, and

Solheim, 1964: 156-157 and Imamura, 1989: 150 for that in pottery making villages in

northeastern Thailand).
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The inventory and classificatory system of pots made in Chanlak Dai also appear to

slightly differ from those in Phum Chas. In Chanlak Dai, the potter didn't mention

making of khvang (a large-sized and wide-mouthed jar for cooking rice cakes), phoeung

[medium-sized and wide-mouthed jar for cooing soup or rice cakes (tape)], which are
reported to have been made in Phum Chas. According to Mourer (1986: 246), a phoeung

tape is used to make tape by putting a chhnang robuol on its mouth. In Chanlak Dai,

however, the potter mentioned that a chhnang robool (that is, c. robuol in Phum Chas)

is put on a klea for cooking rice cakes (num onsorm, not tape).

The wide-mouthed jar having nearly the same size and shape as those of thlang in

Phum Chas (Mourer, 1986, Pl. 61, Figure 1) is called klea in Chanlak Dai, that is, thlang

in Chanlak Dai appears to be larger than that in Phum Chas. Similarly, it seems that the

jars possibly identical in form and size with khvang in Phum Chas (whose drawings or

photos are unfortunately not presented by Mourer) are called chhnang in Chanlak Dai.
Note that in Chanlak Dai this type of pots is mentioned to be used to carry water rather

than cook rice cakes. These differences may indicate that the classification of jars in

Chanlak Dai is less differentiated than that in Phum Chas and/or the usage of some types

of jars is differently conceptualized.

With regard to the decoration of jars, there are also some differences. In Phum Chas

only stamped decoration is usully applied to the shoulder and the bottom of a kaam

(Mourer, 1986: 263). In Chanlak Dai, the comparable jars (khoum) have no decoration
on the bottom and incised lines are added to the area below the stamped decoration on

the shoulder (Photo 11). On the other hand, the decoration of chhnang in Chanlak Dai

may be similar to that in Phum Chas, where stamped decoration is applied to its bottom

as well as its shoulder and incised lines are also applied to the area below the stamped

decoration on its shoulder (Mourer, 1986: 261-265).

Finally, the pottery making in Chanlak Dai may help clarifying factors responsible for

the localization of pottery making in Cambodia. As noted, Khmer pottery making villages

are concentrated in central and southern Cambodia. In these areas, the carrying capacity

of the land is relatively low due to the low annual precipitation (less than 1,500mm) and

the prevalence of agriculturally unfavorable soil (that is, low water preservation). Yet,

the population density in these areas was higher than the national average (60 persons/

km2) at least in the 1960s (Chikamori, 1967: 378-381; see also Mourer, 1986: 304-305).

It is highly likely, then, that the high population pressure played a major role in adopting

pottery making (and other economic alternatives including weaving, gravel extraction,
and so on) among villagers in these areas (Mourer, 1986: 305). Future investigations into

decision making processes of adopting pottery making among potters in Chanlak Dai may

be able to substantiate this possibility and thereby warrant the cultural process postulated

by Arnold (1985: 168-201) that pottery production for exchange forms an alternative

economic strategy for land-poor farming households.
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Conclusion

The pottery making at Chanlak Dai, southern Cambodia is reported through observing

that of a potter whose mother, aunts and grandmother introduced pottery making into

this village about 60 years ago. This observation will be a starting point for future studies

on intra- and inter-village variations in pottery making. A provisional comparison with the

pottery making in a village located near the home village in which the potter's family was
originated indicates an overall similarity, while minor differences were also recognized on

some aspects of techniques and concepts associated with pottery making. Future investigations

in the home village will provide information needed to properly place the observation in

the regional context.

Given very shallow time depth associated with pottery making in Chanlak Dai,

contexual and temporal information as to adopting, rejecting or transforming pottery

making techniques and associated concepts by villagers can be elicited through systematic

interviews. Further investigations in this village may reveal factors generating the localization

of Khmer pottery making in Cambodia as well as intra- and inter-village variations in

pottery making techniques in general.
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Appendix (photos)

1 Tread pounder

2 Making a clay cylinder

3 Thinning the wall of a cylinder by a paddle

4 Cylinders after thinning the wall

5 Forming the rim of a pot with a wet leaf

6 Cylinders after forming the rim
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Appendix (photos)

7 Tools used to make pots

8 Making the shoulder of a pot by a paddle

9 Applying a stamped decoration on the

shoulder

10 Pots after forming the shoulder

11 A pot (khuom) after applying parallel
lines on the shoulder

12 Closing the bottom of a pot by a paddle
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Appendix (photos)

13 Pots ready for preheating

14 Formal firing in preparation

15 Formal firing in preparation

16 Taking out pots from the ash of formal

firing

17 Pots after taking out from the formal

firing area
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